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INTRODUCTION

We are giving you an album that aims to show one of 

the most important but somewhat overlooked issues 

of the history of the Polish demoscene as a commu-

nity of artists creating digital art. Looking at how the 

history of not only Polish but also Western European 

demoscene is generally perceived, it is clear that the 

focus is on the demos themselves. The traditional his-

tory of the demoscene is told through the most signif-

icant demos that contributed something new in terms 

of technical innovation or new design.

We want to focus on showing how the Polish 

demoscene emerged as a community of people who, 

despite difficulties, intensively sought contacts with 

like-minded enthusiasts, and then maintained these 

contacts and often still do. In our album, we try to cap-

ture the specificity of the Polish demoscene as a com-

munity by presenting the memories of selected people 

talking about what participation in it meant to them, as 

well as the various materials that accompanied them: 

letters, decorated envelopes, photos from events or 

carefully collected badges. 

This album was created under the auspices of the 

Social Committee of the Chronicle of Polish Demoscene 

(https://kskpd.pl/), thanks to which the demoscene 

was included on the National List of Intangible Cul-

tural Heritage. Its publication is possible thanks to the 

National Heritage Institute, which supports initiatives 

aimed at documenting intangible cultural heritage 

and passing it on to younger generations. Our album 

is prepared under the slogan “Intangible – pass it on”. 

It is primarily aimed at people from the younger gen-

eration who are participating or want to participate in 

the demoscene. We ask for the understanding of read-

ers for whom the issues mentioned here are obvious, 

because they themselves have experienced being in 

this community in some way. We want to show those 

just entering this world that the demoscene is not only 

about visually and musically impressive productions, 

but it is also about people.

The Polish demoscene is a phenomenon on a 

global scale. In Poland, this culture developed from 

the late 1980s and during the systemic transformation 

of the 1990s. Our demoscene was the largest structure 

of its kind in Central Europe and developed despite 

very limited resources and opportunities for action 

in relation to Western Europe. These included access 

to computers and programming knowledge, as well 

as the ability to organise meetings – demoparties. 

Despite these limitations, the Polish demoscene has 

been extremely active for more than 30 years, and 

is one of the most active groups in Europe, with its 

members creating an intergenerational dialogue and 

bringing young people interested in the creative use 

of computers into the community. Demoscene played 

a pioneering role in the creation of contemporary Pol-

ish digital culture industries. Its members have used 

their experience to play a key role in the creation of 

Poland’s computer-based creative culture industry, 

including games, computer networks and multimedia 

production.

https://kskpd.pl/
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1 Riverwash 2016, Katowice. 

2 Xenium Party 2021, Katowice. 

3 Xenium Party 2023, Łódź. 

The official demoparty tradition of taking a commemorative 
group photo has become possible thanks to the availability 
of digital photography.

1 2
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“Something Wicked  
This Way Comes”  
Slayer / Ghostown 
Amiga OCS/ECS

“Scarlet Waves”  
Pazur / Zelax 
Atari 8-bit

“Demoscene Arcanum”

Darklight / Ghostown ^ 
Speccy.pl

ZX Spectrum

“Frenzy-Pic-Kurosawa”

Carrion

Commodore 64

The Polish 
demoscene  
has been  
extremely active  
for over 30 years  
and is one of  
the most active 
groups in Europe.

Art Played with Computers, 2016, Katowice. 
Excerpt from a lecture by Grzegorz “Fei” Juraszek 
entitled “Demoscene in a nutshell”.
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Poland of the late 1980s and early 1990s was a time of 

enormous change. Against the backdrop of political 

and economic revolution, the world of young people 

was also transforming. The period of Polish transi-

tion was a time of the development of a huge diver-

sity of young people’s lives. Local versions of youth 

subcultures developed most intensively. Broadening 

one’s musical and social interests, one could become 

a metalhead, a punk, a “Depeche” (a fan of the band 

Depeche mode), a skinhead, a satanist, a skater, a foot-

ball fan, a Krishnite (a member of the religious group 

Hare Krishna) or a hippie.

But it was also possible to become, as they said 

at the time, a “computer geek”, who instead of going 

to the concerts of his favourite band made regular pil-

grimages to computer exchanges, often travelling up 

to several hundred kilometres. The exchanges were not 

only an opportunity to buy hardware, the latest soft-

ware or learn about new developments in the world 

of computers. The exchanges also had an extremely 

important dimension as places for social life and 

networking. Some ‘computer buffs’ went further and 

started experimenting with programming, creating the 

first demos. In this way, a community of talented young 

people began to form, fascinated by the creative use of 

the digital technologies available to them.  

Rivalry is a natural part of young people’s lives, 

and while such rivalry often took the form of fights at 

concerts and matches during the transition period in 

Poland, ‘computer freaks’ began to compete in a more 

peaceful and creative way by evaluating released 

demos in the pages of disk magazines and by organ-

ising demoparties. One of the elements of Polish dem-

oscene culture were creative translations of Western 

terms. And this is how the rivalry at scene events 

turned from the English term ‘competition’ into the 

familiar ‘compote’. 

 

Rumia, meeting at Piotr “XTD” Bendyk’s in the 1990s.  
First from the left, Andrzej “mars” marcjasz, swapper  
of the mystic group and diskmag author.

THE REALITY 
OF SYSTEMIC 
TRANSFORMATION 
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147 you could find out about the upcoming 
party from the Teletext, a flyer, a BBS or FTP, 
among others. 

23 Votesheets – ballots for the works presented 
at the party. The organizers tried in various ways 
to prevent their counterfeiting.

489 Some paper lists have survived,  
on which people participating in the party 
signed their names during registration  
or simply as a souvenir.

6 The swapper’s room, 1996 or 1997. A printer 
and a supply of envelopes were a must, access 
to the Internet was still a luxury at that time.
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Invitation to QuaST party, 1997.
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Intel Outside 4, a demoparty in Włoclawek in 1997, also called “Intel 
Inside” because of the first PC platform competitions.

Here, for the first time, a commercial element also appeared at the party 
– a dedicated exhibition space from Eureka, Optimus and Plus GSm.

Demosceners from flood-affected areas (this was the time when 
“the millennial Flood” happened in Poland) also came to the party. 
One of them trudged through the flooded areas to his car, holding his 
shoes in one hand and a plastic bag of floppy disks in the other.
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13 Demoscene pioneered the use of bulletin board systems (BBS) and later file transfer servers 
(FTP). Each such server displayed distinctive graphics made in ASCII Art on the welcome screen.

245 QuaST 1998, Elbląg. The demoscene was a vestibule for entrepreneurship in technology 
and entertainment. many Polish companies originated from the demoscene (e.g. CD Projekt or 
Plastic, now part of Epic megagames). The transformation in the 1990s was a special period also 
in the development of local businesses serving the needs of home computer users.

6 A full-page advertisement in the “Kebab” magazine from 1992.

1

4 5
6

2 3
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The AmigaShow in Warsaw in 1998 and 1999 was a unique opportunity to get to know the latest hardware and software. 
An open conference hosted by Petro Tyschtschenko, who was often described as the equivalent of Bill Gates for 
the Amiga world was an additional attraction. Not surprisingly, although these were not strictly demoscene events, 
they attracted many people from the Amiga scene from all over Eastern Europe.
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SELF-ORGANISED 
TOGETHERNESS

The material presented in our album is intended to 

show what forms of participation in the scene looked 

like before the days of the Internet. The demoscene 

is an informal community co-created by its partici-

pants. These practices primarily involve correspond-

ence – both the sending of letters and the distribution 

of demos via floppy disks. One of the elements of the 

development of the community was the enrichment of 

the sent correspondence with a creative visual layer. 

Both correspondence and visual artefacts are an impor-

tant part of the intangible heritage of the demoscene.

The example of the self-organised demoscene 

shows the enormous potential of young people’s 

social capital. It is particularly noteworthy that the 

demoscene was largely attended by people from the 

provinces. For them, participation in it was particularly 

attractive as a form of break from the mundane every-

day life of Polish small towns.  

The demoscene also played an important role 

in replacing the computer club culture of the 1980s. 

During the communist period, many state institutions 

supported the formation of computer clubs, usually 

operating at community centres. They played a very 

important role in the development of Polish computer 

culture. However, after 1989 these clubs, deprived of 

the patronage of institutions with financial difficulties, 

ceased to function. 

One of the informal responsibilities of demoscene 

members is to pass on information about the dem-

oscene to younger generations and to try to encour-

age young people both to join the demoscene but 

also more broadly to take an interest in digital tech-

nology. The demoscene plays an important role in this, 

for example its members regularly organise coding 

workshops to encourage children and young people 

to learn programming. These activities are particularly 

important given the issue of the social digital divide 

and the growing disparity between the prevalence 

of digital tech use and digital competences and the 

desire to expand them.  »

1 Gravity 1996, Opole, Guardia Hall. 

2 RR Meeting 1997, Racibórz, Primary School no. 15. 

3 Rush Hours 1998, Częstochowa, Technical Research Centre.

1

2

3
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1 Gravity 1997, Opole.

2 RR Meeting 1999, Racibórz.

3 RR Meeting 2003, Racibórz.

The choice of a group name, a personal nick-

name or a zine title were important elements in build-

ing a position in the demoscene. The names of the 

first Polish groups – the Housebreakers, World Crack-

ing Federation (WCF), International Cracking Service, 

World Federation of mad Hackers, Slaves of Keyboard 

or Crazy Boys Software – show how they tried to build 

their prestige by using English-language names, 

demonstrating their knowledge of the language and 

specific cultural codes associated with the computer 

industry.

Very strong attachment to hardware platforms 

was a unique element of the Polish demoscene. 

In Poland, until the mid-1990s, there was a very big 

demoscene creating productions on the Commo-

dore 64. The Polish Atari scene centred around the 

eight-bit Atari series of computers was even more 

unique. The very popularity of Atari in Poland was the 

result of a commercial decision by the management 

of Pewex (Przedsiębiorstwo Eksportu Wewnętrznego, 

ang. Internal Export Company), a chain of Polish shops 

offering luxury imported goods for dollars. In the 

mid-1980s, Pewex established a partnership with dis-

tributors of Atari computers and began selling these 

devices as the basic home computer in its range. As a 

result, Atari, which had not gained much popularity in 

the West, became one of the most popular computers 

in Poland. This popularity translated into the creation 

of an “Atari scene”, which to this day regularly creates 

demos for this hardware and maintains ties with each 

other. Another Polish phenomenon was the immense 

popularity of the Amiga and the associated very strong 

“Amiga scene”.

In this album, with a modest amount of space at 

our disposal, we want to capture the specificity of the 

Polish scene that existed before the Internet era. The 

availability of new communication tools has made it 

significantly easier to keep in touch, but it has also 

changed the specifics. Our intention is to allow people 

who did not have the opportunity to personally partic-

ipate in the Polish scene in those difficult, but also very 

colourful times to get to know the world.  

1 2 3
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1 RR Meeting 1997, Racibórz. Party is an opportunity to exchange files and view works.

2 Riverwash 2017, Katowice. Announcement of competition results and prize giving.

3 Astrosyn 1999, Koszalin. On a hastily prepared board, those attending the party  
could mark on a map where they had come from.

4 RR Meeting 1999, Racibórz. Marek Pampuch, editor-in-chief of “Magazyn Amiga” (in the middle,  
wearing glasses) was a guest of honour at the party.

5 Astrosyn 1999, Koszalin. Bigscreen, the screen on which the works will be displayed,  
already mounted on a frame – waiting for sunset.

6 AmigaShow 1998, Warsaw. In the photo, among others, developers of software for Amiga.

7 Amiga Eastern Meeting 2004, Lake Białe in Okuninka near Włodawa.

8 Riverwash 2016, Katowice, Poland. Live recording of an episode of the demoscene “Demontage” 
channel on YouTube with three leading coders (programmers). From the left: Kiero, Cahir and KK.

9 Riverwash 2018, Katowice. Meeting with Steph Prader, organiser of MAGFest in the USA.

1

2

6

3 4 5

7 8 9
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The intermedia archive of Łukasz “Zenial” Szałankiewicz 
is an invaluable source of various forms of communication 
on the demoscene. It contains, among other things, 
handwritten letters, printed material, prints and digital 
correspondence sent by post on floppy disks.

These factual documents give us a glimpse of the wealth 
of means of communication in the demoscene community 
in the pre-internet era.
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LETTERS
Scene groups most often consisted of people from one 

locality or area. In addition to direct contacts within 

the group, people from different groups also commu-

nicated on a national scale. The most important form 

of communication and community building was inten-

sive correspondence. This exchange was referred to in 

Poland by the term swapping, adopted from the English 

terminology used in Western Europe. In larger groups, 

where there was a tighter division of roles, there was 

the function of swapper, whose task was both to dis-

tribute demos released by the group very quickly and 

efficiently by letter, and to respond to correspondence 

received from other groups.

Correspondence included the distribution of let-

ters and various types of material distributed on floppy 

disks. Scene correspondence demonstrates the need 

to create a world in which artefacts of material culture 

are decorated: not only the floppy disks and letters 

themselves, but also the envelopes were customarily 

decorated with various kinds of visual elements, which 

can be seen in the illustrations included in the album. 
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DEMOPARTIES
The biggest events of the scene are, of course, the 

demoparties. While nowadays the organisers of demo-

parties can count on the support of various cultural 

promotion institutions, in the 1990s they were gener-

ally organised without any institutional support. more 

often than not, the venue for a demoparty was a school 

or community centre rented at the weekend, and peo-

ple from the group running the event were responsible 

for the entire organisation. 

Polish demoparties had been organised since the 

early 1990s, generally without any institutional support. 

One exception was the Intel Outside events, which 

were a demoscene event and also an opportunity to 

present Amiga-related computer companies. 

Demoparties were a celebration for young peo-

ple allowing them to get away from their everyday 

lives. In addition to the opportunity to take part in 

“compotes” and compete directly by showing their 

demos, the events also provided an opportunity for 

important social gatherings to reaffirm the demoscene 

community. 

What role demoparties played can be seen by 

how they are inscribed in the collective memory of 

the demoscene. In the biographies of demoscene 

members you can find precise information about who 

attended which event. Also, the information about 

a particular event contains fairly detailed documenta-

tion of which groups and individuals took part. In our 

album, we evoke the memory of the demoparties by 

showing a selection of photos, as well as ID badges. 

These badges are meticulously collected by their hold-

ers as a form of personal remembrance of their partic-

ipation in the life of the demoscene.
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1 Rush Hours 1999, Częstochowa.

2 Gravity 1998, Turawa.

3 Amiga Eastern meeting 2004, Lake Białe in Okuninka near Włodawa.

4 Gravity 1996, Opole.

5 Symphony 2002, Tuczno.

1 2 3

54
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1 2

4 5

6

3

Rush Hours 2 1998, Częstochowa. 1

Intel Outside 5 1998, Warszawa. 2

QuaST 1998, Elbląg. 3

Intel Outside 4 1997, Włocławek. 4

Intel Outside 3 1996, Warszawa. 5

Gravity 1996, Opole. 6
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Riverwash 2017, Katowice. 1

Satellite 2000, Szczecin. 2

Silly Venture 2017, Gdańsk. 3

AmiParty 2018, Chełm. 4

Riverwash 2018, Katowice. 5

Decrunch 2018, Wrocław. 6

1

2

3

34 5
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A special form of demos or intros, the so-called “invitros” –  
multimedia presentations with an invitation to an upcoming demoparty,  
e.g. in the form of text, graphics or animation.
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DISKMAGS

Diskmags (floppy magazines), described as a form of 

underground journalism, acted as a forum for the scene. 

In Poland, the largest accompanying demoscene cul-

ture in Central Europe, commonly referred to as ‘disk-

mags’, emerged from the late 1980s onwards. Similar 

phenomena occurred on a smaller scale only in Hun-

gary and Czechoslovakia. Central European diskmags, 

despite the extensive contacts between members of 

the scene and those in Western Europe, had a decid-

edly more local character, primarily due to the use of 

national languages.

Diskmags from Western Europe were available 

in Poland thanks to contacts between members of the 

Polish scene and groups from the West, in particular 

Germany and Sweden. The fascination with the scene 

among Polish computer users contributed to the devel-

opment of home-grown groups, which started to pub-

lish their own zines. 

The first Polish diskmags published on the 

C64 – “Włócznia Wschodu” (ang. Spear of the East) and 

“Kebab” – were distributed free of charge at computer 

exchanges and through correspondence contacts. 

They became very popular and other magazines imi-

tating their format soon appeared. When Amiga was 

becoming the most popular computer in Poland, sep-

arate trends of diskmags for C64 and Amiga were 

developing.

Due to the number of issues published and the 

scale of distribution, diskmags were arguably the most 

widespread phenomenon within Polish zine culture. 

The magazines are available in the collections: The 

Commodore 64 Scene Database (http://csdb.dk/) and 

Fat magnus (http://fatmagnus.ppa.pl/). 

The period of the phenomenon’s greatest popu-

larity was in 1989-1995.

The reach of diskmags extended far beyond 

demo scene circles. They were both edited and read by 

people who, to use the term of the time, “did something 

with the computer” beyond using it for games. 

In the 1990s, around 500 issues of diskmags were 

published in Poland, edited and distributed to users of 

both platforms. Editing them and writing articles for 

them was one form of participation in the public life of 

the demoscene. 

  

“Cheat magazine”, Commodore 64, published by Quartet.

http://csdb.dk/
http://fatmagnus.ppa.pl/
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Poland’s first diskmag, “Włócznia Wschodu” (Spear of the East), 
Commodore 64, published by the Great Jarek Software Limited 
(1990).

“Energy magazine”, Atari, published by Taquart.

“Bad News”, mS-Dos/PC, published by the Edge.

“Universal Scene Guide”, Amiga, published by Flying Cows 
& Vodka People & Nah Kolor.

Demoscene magazines took many forms, from amateur 
reproduced paper versions reminiscent of second-circulation 
publications, to magazines in the form of text files, to multimedia 
hypertext programmes containing significant amounts of 
graphics and animation.
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On the left: the “Kebab” magazine was a continuation of “64+4 & Amiga”, the first ever 
magazine published by demosceners, which could be bought in RUCH kiosks.

Below: “Cool”, a free paper magazine, was published between 1996-99 and featured material 
on the PC demoscene. Passed from hand to hand and photocopied, it reached various 
subcultural circles besides the demoscene.
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“AlamaKota” (MaryHadaLittleLamb), Amiga, published by Luzers & Addonic et al.

“Nie z Tej Beczki” (And Now for Something Quite Different), Amiga, published by Lamers.
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“Fat Agnus”, Amiga, published by Investation & True Genius.

“Silesia”, Amiga, published by Illusion.
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“Apocalypse Time”, Atari, published by Apocalypse Riders. “Barymag”, Atari, published by Slight.

“Debilizator”, Atari, published by Aids.

“Kocie Flaki” (Cat gut), Atari, published by New Generation. “megatazin”, Atari, published by Sword.

“Oddech Latryny” (Latrine’s Breath) – the first diskmag for the so-called 
small Atari, published since 1991 by the Selinger brothers from Wrocław. 
At that time, the Polish demoscene had not yet identified itself as 
a community, but users of specific platforms were already looking 
for contacts.
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“Paczka Tynku” (A Pack of Plaster), Atari, published by Shadows.

“Syzygy mega zine”, Atari, published by Tristesse & New Generation.

“Pentagram Zine”, Atari, published by Pentagram. “Serious magazine”, Atari, published by various groups: 
Dial, Filodendron, AR, among others.

“Poczytaj mi mamo” (Read To Me Mommy), Amiga, 
published by Ladybird Design, Union et al. “Bigoz”, Amiga, published by Scalaris.
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INTERVIEWS

Wacek

1. How did you first come across information 

about demoscene?

my first contact with the Commodore 64 dem-

oscene were demos found on game cassettes released 

by companies like Relax or ROBex. Around the same 

time, articles on the subject were also published in the 

“Commodore & Amiga” paper magazine: reports from 

copy parties or summaries of the current state of the 

Polish scene with information on the most important 

groups. In addition, “C&A” also published courses on 

how to code basic effects in assembler.

2. Under what circumstances did you decide to 

join the demoscene?

It was a natural step for me stemming from my 

fascination with the demos I had seen and my lack of 

much love for games. Instead, I had a great need to 

create something of my own, whether at the level of 

programming, drawing or composing music. Demo-

scene gave me the opportunity to try my hand at all 

these areas and, as I soon found out, a supportive com-

munity to build these skills.

3. How did you start making demoscene contacts?

my first contact was Turbosnail/Arise, whom I met 

at a computer exchange in Łódź. I was there looking 

for sellers who had new demos on offer, and TSL was 

the only one who refused to sell, saying: “I don’t sell 

demos, we can swap”. Through him I met the rest of the 

Arise group and that’s how it started.

4. How did you join the scene group, or how did 

you form your own group?

In the beginning I created my own small produc-

tions under the one-man banner of JTS. After meeting 

the Arise group, I found that we got along not only 

‘scene-wise’, but also simply as people. We also had 

similar taste in music or films, so it was to this team 

that I decided to join. To do this, I spent a week mak-

ing a megademo summarising what I already “knew”. 

What a nightmare it was, and appropriately I named it 

“Nightmare”, but I was accepted – for future potential 

rather than current skills.

5. What were your forms of participation in the 

demoscene? Did you participate in demoparties and 

correspondence exchanges?

I tried many professions on the demoscene, 

but eventually focused on music and later on cod-

ing. I have been participating in demoparties since 

the beginning of the scene, until today I have visited 

almost 50 of them. I was also a swapper, not very fast, 

but with almost 100 contacts.

6. Have you read, or contributed to, disc 

magazines?

I used to read disc magazines with adoration. 

I occasionally wrote for them too, most notably for 

“Raver”, a niche techno magazine I co-authored with 

Rap/JBL (RIP), and the quasi-fake “Viadro” (ang. Boocket).
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something as coders and decided to start a group 

called The GRiD. This was around 1995 and we man-

aged to recruit a few people to the group, initially 

through various channels. For example, I ‘recruited’ the 

late P.G.m. when he was uploading his tracks to my BBS, 

I got back to him and offered to join the group. 

The ranks of The GRiD grew considerably after 

the first party that SebL and I went to, namely General 

Rehearsal 2 in Ostrowiec Świętokrzyski. Before that we 

had already had numerous scene contacts and our first 

production, i.e. the 64 kB intro “Arrow” was presented at 

the Danish The Party in 1995. To our surprise it took sev-

enth place out of 22 productions!

5. What were your forms of participation in the 

demoscene? Did you participate in demoparties and 

correspondence exchanges?

As I mentioned, the first party I attended was Gen-

eral Rehearsal 2. After that, I went to as many parties 

as I could. Less actively, but nevertheless quite often 

I swapped and wrote letters with other members of 

the scene. In addition, I was involved in the publishing 

process of diskmags, writing texts for some of them, as 

well as coding several editions of the diskmag called 

“ measure”. 

I also created a small tool together with Kortez, 

which however died a natural death, i.e. the PLScene 

software, which was a form of a contact book for the 

Polish demoscene. It had an ASCII text interface, a mod-

ule played in the background, and another version 

even included a simple built-in game. Two editions 

came out.

Ghenesis

1. How did you first come across information 

about demoscene?

my first contact with the demoscene was demos 

on the 8-bit Atari, then also on the 16-bit Atari, this is 

how my awareness of the existence of the demoscene 

was building up. more complete information already 

appeared with the ownership of a PC and watching 

the first foreign productions dated around 1992/1993.

2. Under what circumstances did you decide to 

join the demoscene?

I remember that I really liked demoscene pro-

ductions and cracktros and I started to wonder if this 

would also work in Poland. As it turned out, in those 

days it was already functioning on eight-bit comput-

ers, and also on Amiga. The PC scene was slowly tak-

ing off. 

Then, probably quite naturally, I made the deci-

sion that I wanted to be part of this phenomenon.

3. How did you start making demoscene contacts?

In very different ways – I started going to parties 

and also through my BBS (Future BBS). Later on, it was 

typical scene adventures.

4. How did you join the scene group, or how did 

you form your own group?

We met with Sebastian Łopieński (SebL), I don’t 

really remember how anymore. We started to create 

7. Who, in and outside of your group, have you 

kept in closer contact with?

my closest contacts to this day are with the mem-

bers of Arise, but also with the people I have met over 

these 30 years and whom I still meet at scene events.

8. How have your forms of participation in the 

demoscene changed over the years?

mainly due to a change of profession – for most 

of my scene “life” I was known as a musician, but for 

more than a decade I switched to coding as a new and 

interesting challenge. On the other hand, I try to be an 

active and creative scenester all the time, I never had a 

period of strictly passive observer.

9. How did you once perceive and how do you now 

perceive the Polish demoscene as a community?

In my opinion, today the segmentation of the 

scene in terms of platforms has significantly decreased. 

What is cool today is the social and creative mix of all 

the scenes, as opposed to the past when the division 

between platforms was very strong and marked by – 

let’s not hide it – animosities which weren’t infrequent.
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the swapping. Closer contacts were those who lived 

in the same region or city – they often met and formed 

stronger bonds.

Certainly, many of the people from the early years 

of the demoscene are long gone, and certainly not as 

actively involved as they were then. There have always 

been certain divisions in the scene – PC/Amiga, lamers/

elites etc. – I don’t know if they apply today. I have the 

impression that now the cross-section of the scene is 

more homogeneous, nevertheless this is just my guess.

9. How did you once perceive and how do you now 

perceive the Polish demoscene as a community?

I answered this in part in an earlier question, but 

I think certain patterns remain the same. Nowadays, 

one probably ‘enters’ the scene differently than in 

the past. In the past, this was usually done by placing 

one’s adverts somewhere in the mag hoping to hear 

from someone. Because contact wasn’t as easy as it is 

nowadays, friends of the scene from other places or 

provinces could usually be met at a party. Sometimes 

it was possible to talk with someone by phone, and 

of course through letters sent on floppy discs within 

6. Have you read, or contributed to, disc 

magazines?

I have, of course, read diskmags, and partly 

answered the question about their co-creation in the 

previous paragraph. I was also involved in the creation 

of the diskmag called “Bad News”.

7. Who, in and outside of your group, have you 

kept in closer contact with?

I developed a number of very cool and long-last-

ing relationships. Sometimes, back in my scene days, 

we even managed to go on holiday together. I still keep 

in touch with the people I met there those twenty-odd 

years ago. With some of them I have formed close rela-

tionships, sometimes also in business.

8. How have your forms of participation in the 

demoscene changed over the years?

At first it was an absolute fascination, a desire to 

participate. Due to the pioneering nature of the whole 

movement, a certain elitism and quite limited access to 

data exchange, you had to go to a lot of trouble to get 

new productions or acquire knowledge. Nowadays, the 

Internet is widely available and basically everything is 

at one’s fingertips; in the pioneering days, it was infor-

mation available to insiders. This fuelled the desire to 

be part of this community. 

Over time, my opportunities to actively partic-

ipate were severely limited, trips to parties were no 

longer frequent, and eventually, sadly, they stopped 

altogether. But I still remain a member of the scene, 

more as an observer than a participant.
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I was in closer contact with other users of the ‘big 

Atari’, especially those who were active on the Atari Fal-

con computer demoscene. 

8. How have your forms of participation in the 

demoscene changed over the years?

The second half of the 1990s was mainly about 

exchanging experiences and software with other own-

ers of the Atari Falcon computer, and the demoscene 

allowed to extend the acquaintance to the whole 

Poland. From the beginning of the 21st century up to 

the present day, those are already social gatherings, 

I actively participate in compotes, mainly in everything 

related to Atari, but I also take frequent part in multi-

platform parties.  

9. How did you once perceive and how do you now 

perceive the Polish demoscene as a community?

I’m sure everyone sees it differently, however 

what strikes me immediately is the greater unification. 

In the 1990s and at the turn of the century, the dem-

oscene was more divided in terms of users of particu-

lar computers and later platforms. As an active partici-

pant, I was exclusively associated with Atari computers 

from the very beginning. Nowadays, many demopar-

ties are multiplatform, which was unthinkable at the 

time. Therefore, it is now a community, which is related 

to the huge popularity of retrocomputing and also the 

fact that many demosceners of the time also own com-

puters of another platform.

3. How did you start making demoscene contacts?

As I mentioned above, it was the Internet that was 

the primary source of contacts in the early 1990s. 

4. How did you join the scene group, or how did 

you form your own group?

For many years this was the case, and practi-

cally still is to this day, I always considered myself a 

participant in the demoscene, and physically I never 

belonged to any demoscene group popular in the 90s 

and later, I considered myself a so-called freelancer.  

However, it can be said that this has changed 

only quite recently, as I belong to the JNF – JagNES Fest 

group, among others releasing invitations to various 

parties, and before that also to the Atari Fan team, peo-

ple gathering and publishing a printed magazine of 

the same title.

5. What were your forms of participation in the 

demoscene? Did you participate in demoparties and 

correspondence exchanges?

The nature of demoparties in the 1990s was differ-

ent to what it is now. I participated in user meetings. 

Correspondence exchange – in short, the Internet. 

6. Have you read, or contributed to, disc 

magazines?

No.

7. Who, in and outside of your group, have you 

kept in closer contact with?

Kroll

1. How did you first come across information 

about demoscene?

I have been reflecting on the very beginnings for 

some time now, when I was interviewed for a book by 

Hanna mikołajczak entitled “Demoscene in Poland”. 

It all started 30 years ago. At that time, I was already 

a student at the AGH University of Science and Tech-

nology in Krakow and a user of the “big Atari”, and 

from August 1994 I owned an Atari Falcon computer, 

which allowed me practically constant access to the 

Internet and making my first contacts with users of this 

computer. 

This is how I met Paskud and it was thanks to him, 

if I remember correctly, that I found out about Atari 

computer user meetings and went for the first time to 

one organised by him at the end of 1995. I don’t remem-

ber if I came across such information in the press in 

the late 80s/early 90s, but for me 1995 became a break-

through year. 

2. Under what circumstances did you decide to 

join the demoscene?

The first time I met with users at a party in mikołów 

in 1995, where I met many people, active on demoscene 

to this day. Having been encouraged, I decided to par-

ticipate in other meetings, among others in the QuaST 

party in Orneta. Their atmosphere was a bit differ-

ent than nowadays: they resembled and were called 

copyparties.
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descriptions of games and programs for the Amiga. 

The disk magazines also had an ad section where you 

could put your address in order to make contacts. This 

is how I managed to make a few contacts with people 

in the scene who decided to send me floppy disks with 

their work.

4. How did you join the scene group, or how did 

you form your own group?

In 1992, together with my new exchange friends, 

I went to my first demoparty in Warsaw. I was then 

17 years old, entering my adult life and thanks to my 

peers from the exchange I felt that I was in the right 

company of passionate people with similar interests, 

with whom we could do amazing things on our com-

puters. At the party I was officially accepted into the 

Investation group in Wrocław and was assigned swap-

per tasks.

5. What were your forms of participation in the 

demoscene? Did you participate in demoparties and 

correspondence exchanges?

After I was accepted into the group, I started cor-

responding intensely with other swappers from var-

ious cities in Poland. I found their addresses in disk 

magazines, where I also put my address. There I also 

found information about the next demoparties I went 

to with my group mates. 

I also participated in the life of my group, attend-

ing meetings where we planned and created the next 

demos presented at parties. This brought us closer 

together and the demoscene became very important 

2. Under what circumstances did you decide to 

join the demoscene?

Fascinated by demos, I decided to ask around at 

the Wrocław exchange if I could find any demoscene 

makers here. It turned out that they frequented the 

exchange and that’s how I met the first demoscene 

makers I admired so much.

3. How did you start making demoscene contacts?

At the very beginning of my scene path, 

I became an editor of the disk magazine “Fat Agnus”, 

for which I started writing articles. These were simple 

Norby

1. How did you first come across information 

about demoscene?

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the only source 

of information about computers was the computer 

exchange. It was also the only place where you could 

obtain software. my salesman once gave me a cassette 

of demos. I was fascinated by them at first sight and 

after that I only brought back practically new demos 

from every exchange.
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Polonus

1. How did you first come across information 

about demoscene?

Probably at the time of the first contacts with the 

productions of Western groups, so probably around 

1987/1988. maybe it wasn’t yet called the demoscene 

then, but the rivalry was already evident.

2. Under what circumstances did you decide to 

join the demoscene?

We joined as Quartet in 1988. I mean, we wanted 

to make demos too :D. We didn’t know anything 

about other groups in Poland, but we assumed they 

were somewhere and they were rocking. Just an 

assumption...

3. How did you start making demoscene contacts?

When our first demos were made, we decided 

to send something from Poland to other Western 

groups. We sent copies of the same floppy disk to 

several groups whose postal addresses we found in 

their demos. Only Glerc from the group Science 451 

responded to us. Our first Polish contacts were through 

the Warsaw exchange at Grzybowska Street.

4. How did you join the scene group, or how did 

you form your own group?

my friends and I looked at each other’s faces, 

counted that there were four of us, and it worked out 

that the name Quartet was justified. you could see cool 

8. How have your forms of participation in the 

demoscene changed over the years?

Over time, my contacts and connections from the 

scene resulted in the fact that when I decided to cre-

ate my own group, I was able to offer my participa-

tion to the best in order to create even better demos 

together and present them to the whole world.

9. How did you once perceive and how do you now 

perceive the Polish demoscene as a community?

For me, the demoscene is the best thing that 

could have happened to me in my life. meeting so 

many wonderful, smart and creative people doesn’t 

happen often. I feel honoured to have experienced 

and continue to experience the miracle that was and 

is the demoscene. Once united by the single goal of 

making the best demos, today we are still experienc-

ing the same emotions, reminiscing but also still cre-

ating, and demoscene contacts have turned into life-

long friendships.

in my life.  Next to family and school, I devoted most 

of my time to it.

6. Have you read, or contributed to, disc 

magazines?

yes, I became the editor of “Fat Agnus” and took 

care of its scene sections. I ran the charts (that is, the 

monthly voting for the best productions and the best 

sceners in their fields) and wrote reports on dem-

oscene events that took place in Poland and around 

the world.

7. Who, in and outside of your group, have you 

kept in closer contact with?

I tried to keep in touch with all the members of 

my group and also, as a swapper, made contacts with 

swappers of other groups. This way I had access to the 

latest productions as one of the first and could show 

them to colleagues in my group. That was the role of 

a swapper.
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the demoscene is simply sentimental. What has stayed 

with me from those days, however, is the tendency to 

“show off” in the software I’m currently writing. And the 

unconventionality of the solutions. 

In the beginning I didn’t participate in copy par-

ties, recently I started to look into them out of sentiment.

9. How did you once perceive and how do you now 

perceive the Polish demoscene as a community?

Hmm... yes, I think it’s a community. Probably even 

bigger now – fuelled by sentiment and discoveries 

that people haven’t changed that much over the years. 

Contacts loosened up during the period of enter-

ing really adult life. For the last few years, we’ve had 

a Quartet renaissance – we keep in touch on our inter-

nal chat room, we get together. It turned out that after 

so many years we are still just friends, we understand 

each other like horses and laugh at our own vices :D

8. How have your forms of participation in the 

demoscene changed over the years?

I’ve always wanted to program, in fact it didn’t 

matter what, just more and more difficult things and 

bigger projects to see how much more I “could bear”. 

Back in the demoscene days it was demos and utilities 

that I enjoyed doing the most. Now the contact with 

logos in the Western demos, so it was already clear 

that the group name couldn’t be too long to make 

a logo easily. Furthermore, there was no demoscene as 

a concept, yet. There were only Western groups doing 

wonders and we were still crawling. Quartet’s first pro-

duction was a crack/trainer for the C64 game “Bop’n 

Rumble”.

5. What were your forms of participation in the 

demoscene? Did you participate in demoparties and 

correspondence exchanges?

I occasionally exchanged floppy disks with a few 

people abroad. Sometimes people wrote to us from 

distant countries where, by some miracle, our demos 

had reached. 

I remember a man from Argentina writing to 

me. I was surprised and asked who else he was cor-

responding with, and it turned out that he only wrote 

to us, because he didn’t dare to write to European or 

American groups, and Poland was also such an under-

dog, so maybe someone would write him back...

6. Have you read, or contributed to, disc 

magazines?

First there was a “fancy” editor for disk notes 

which, re-written, evolved into “Eastern mag”, then 

diskmag “Kebab” in Amiga and C64 versions, with 

I think there being only one release for C64. Then there 

was the paper “Kebab”.

7. Who, in and outside of your group, have you 

kept in closer contact with?
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Vasco

1. How did you first come across information 

about demoscene?

I think it was through the Teletext. There were 

advertisements posted there of people offering to 

swap software. I wrote to a few, they probably all 

replied. This was 1994.

2. Under what circumstances did you decide to 

join the demoscene?

I liked the fact that there were still people doing 

something. I was completely convinced that I was 

the last Atari user in Poland ;). Later conversations 

with others indicated that many people had the same 

conviction.

3. How did you start making demoscene contacts?

First the aforementioned Teletext. Then I received 

more addresses, supposedly of people who also 

wanted to make new friends. After a while, the first 

Scene Register appeared, which contained addresses 

of people who explicitly stated their preference 

for contacts. I was able to add my address there by 

a stroke of luck – I was the last person on it. From then 

on, I was also the first to be written to.

4. How did you join the scene group, or how did 

you form your own group?

At first, I hadn’t joined any group for quite some 

time. There were even some proposals, but I was a bit 

by e-mail, later also via the Atari Area forum. Parties – 

once more often, now less often.

6. Have you read, or contributed to, disc 

magazines?

It was very addictive to read (it was like the Inter-

net on a floppy disk ;). I wrote articles for “Energy” and 

“Syzygy” magazines.

7. Who, in and outside of your group, have you 

kept in closer contact with?

In chronological order: Seban, Qba, Sir Leo, 

LBS, X-Ray, Slaves, Alex, Samurai, Epi, Rzóg. These 

are long-standing friendships and lots of off-scene 

encounters.

8. How have your forms of participation in the 

demoscene changed over the years?

In the beginning there was a lot of talking about 

productions and creating. For many years now it has 

been mainly socialising and talking about all sorts 

of topics.

9. How did you once perceive and how do you now 

perceive the Polish demoscene as a community?

When it comes to Atari XL/XE, the Poles were and 

are the elite ;) In 2001 there was a downfall with an 

atmosphere of “scene is dying”. Now there’s an Atari 

party every few months.

Fox

1. How did you first come across information 

about demoscene?

In 1994, I had the idea to program a game. I per-

sonally visited Sikor, who was the last software pub-

lisher for the Atari. He showed me the demos from 

Shadows Party 1994.

2. Under what circumstances did you decide to 

join the demoscene?

When I saw the demos at Sikor’s, I immediately 

forgot about games and decided to code demos.

3. How did you start making demoscene contacts?

Some productions had mailing addresses. There 

was also a corner with addresses in the Teletext. 

I would record a letter on a 5.25˝ floppy disk and go 

to the post office. In 1995 I visited Seban in person and 

then went to the QuaST Party.

4. How did you join the scene group, or how did 

you form your own group?

Infinity – organiser Sir Leo suggested I could join. 

Taquart – LBS urged me to join.

5. What were your forms of participation in the 

demoscene? Did you participate in demoparties and 

correspondence exchanges?

Primarily coding effects and application pro-

grams. Correspondence first by snail-mail, since 1998 
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5. What were your forms of participation in the 

demoscene? Did you participate in demoparties and 

correspondence exchanges?

First of all, I was a swapper. I think in the pre-In-

ternet days I had contact with most of the Atarians in 

Poland. There were between 120 and 150 people. I also 

had contacts in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and lit-

erally single one in each Germany, Israel and Chile. 

From the beginning I went to copy parties. I still regret 

that I hadn’t found out about the scene a month ear-

lier, because I would have made it to mirów, and so 

I started my travels with QuaSTa 1995 in Orneta. Later 

in 1997, I organised my first meeting: the Last Party 1997 

in Opalenica. I had to explain myself quite a lot (and 

for a long time) about the name, because many people 

understood that the name meant that it was the last 

party and we were rolling up the stage... And it came 

from the fact that the party took place between Christ-

mas and New year’s Eve, so it was simply the last one of 

the year. The party took place in 2003. In the meantime, 

the copyparty from Orneta was moved to Elbląg, so 

the holiday dates had to be used as well and I organ-

ised the Summer of the People (1999-2002). On the 20th 

anniversary of the first meeting, the Last Party 2017 

was held, which was supposed to be a one-off event 

(the next edition was announced for the 50th anniver-

sary, i.e. in 2047), but colleagues persuaded me to have 

a slightly different event and, since 2019, the Lost Party 

has been held, which is a demoparty intended for all 

eight-bit scenes. In 2023, the winter Last Party returned, 

which should probably be called First, because it was 

moved back from the Christmas break. It used to be 

as well as utilities such as NeoTracker. Jurgi wrote arti-

cles for zines and drew a bit. TKAcz and Rak dabbled 

more than me. years later, LiSU and Bocianu joined 

the group and brought quite a breath of fresh air. The 

first of them even “won the party”, meaning, of course, 

winning the music compo, while the second one did 

not shy away from ASCII art and intros, but was par-

ticularly fond of game programming (Flob!). It is worth 

adding that the name Tristesse means sadness, grief. 

It was rather perverse, given how joyful it was in (and 

with!) us. Often the table where we sat at the party was 

considered the cheeriest in the room.

worried about the mass recruitment of groups. Because 

of this, there were a lot of them, so that some members 

didn’t even know each other. This did not suit me. After 

a long time (around 1999, I think), with a group of close 

friends we formed the Tristesse group. It was a bit dif-

ferent from the others. We were mainly characterised 

by friendship. We were not very productive, but I think 

we left a bit of a legacy. Excellent graphics by ANj’ej. 

A lot of the software on SpartaDOS X was done by 

mono. Pinokio and Nietoperek made the music. Charlie 

programmed the excellent “Ars mori” intro. Epi created 

our demos, i.e. “Sroll” and “Fool – a smashing romp”, 
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Radi

1. How did you first come across information 

about demoscene?

I first encountered the productions themselves 

on eight-bit platforms (Atari – demos by groups such 

as USSR and WFmH – and ZX Spectrum – demos by 

the Pentagram group). On the other hand, I gained the 

very structured knowledge of what the demoscene is 

and what its activity manifests itself in, mainly from 

reading disk magazines, which I came across while 

exchanging various digital materials with other peo-

ple still outside the scene.

2. Under what circumstances did you decide to 

join the demoscene?

Demoscene creativity, its level, its novelty and the 

whole atmosphere that it all entailed were extremely 

magnetic. I wanted to meet people who take part in it, 

and are as fascinated by it as I am and perceive it in 

a similar way.

3. How did you start making demoscene contacts?

Thanks to contacts given in disc magazines 

(called “adverts”), the Teletext and the beginnings of 

the Polish widely accessible Internet – through IRC 

channels, as well as meetings and, of course, partici-

pation in parties.

4. How did you join the scene group, or how did 

you form your own group?

with each other on a daily basis. In that time quite 

a few of us didn’t even have a landline.

9. How did you once perceive and how do you now 

perceive the Polish demoscene as a community?

I think likewise. As a gathering of interesting peo-

ple. Obviously, some have ‘grown up’, but new people 

have come in and some have returned after years away. 

Certainly, in the past we were not so open to people 

from other scenes. Today, we see each other at events 

together (including weddings or funerals...) and even 

go to those dedicated to another platform. myself, in 

the 90s or zero years, I wouldn’t have thought to turn up 

at a demoparty for Commodore. maybe in 10 years I’ll 

go to an event for the Amiga? For now, I find that hard 

to believe...

a time off for us then high school or college students, 

but not necessarily for the grown-up, not-so-serious 

people anymore, to around Epiphany, i.e. early Janu-

ary. Of course, I did not organise these meetings on my 

own. my fellow group members (but not only) helped 

me. many thanks to all of them!

6. Have you read, or contributed to, disc 

magazines?

yes, of course I read all the zines I could get my 

hands on. I created “Syzygy” in terms of code and text 

(but the first issues were paper). I also programmed 

for the Shpoon group the first (and, unfortunately, last) 

issue of the zine “NOP”. I have the impression that I pro-

grammed another zine (for another group), but I can-

not recall any details. maybe it’s just an impression 

after all. Well, and we competed strongly, in a positive 

sense, (and lost) with ‘Serious’ magazine.

7. Who, in and outside of your group, have you 

kept in closer contact with?

From the group with practically everyone. Out-

side the group also with many, because the small Atari 

scene in Poland was/is quite positive. Of course, there 

are some bigger or smaller dramas, but it’s hard to 

assume that nothing has happened for almost 30 years.

8. How have your forms of participation in the 

demoscene changed over the years?

I do less programming. Well, almost not at all. 

Today, as in the past, I go to all the meetings I can. 

Swapping is gone, because we have/can keep in touch 
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multiplatform Xenium party, which brings a lot of sat-

isfaction with the contribution I can still make from my 

side to the demoscene.

9. How did you once perceive and how do you now 

perceive the Polish demoscene as a community?

The demoscene has formed a strong commu-

nity from the beginning, and this is still the case now. 

In the past, due to the young age of its participants, 

it was much more vigorous. Now, with the maturity of 

life and stage experience, it has become more solidi-

fied, but due to the rich load of common experiences, 

history created together, productions still being made 

and events taking place, it is still a strong and very well 

integrated community.

experiences makes it hard to give some nicknames 

without offending people who will not be among 

those mentioned. 

The best thing to do is simply to mention that the 

demoscene has resulted in the formation of a great 

many true friendships and long-term contacts and this 

continues to this day.

8. How have your forms of participation in the 

demoscene changed over the years?

The demoscene was very much dependent on 

what its members were occupied with at any given 

time in their lives and personal matters often caused 

them to move away from it. However, after some time 

and in many cases, it is possible to devote time to the 

demoscene again, and this is also the case for me. 

I’m currently a member of the team organising the 

I was first invited to become a member of the 

PC group Interror, where I had an episode as a dem-

oscene musician, as well as taking part in the creation 

of the group’s 64k intro.

5. What were your forms of participation in the 

demoscene? Did you participate in demoparties and 

correspondence exchanges?

I tried to go to demoparties on a regular basis 

and this continues to this day. Although I took part in 

so-called swapping, I saw the potential of the grad-

ually spreading Internet to facilitate the distribution 

of demoscene productions. As a result, I first became 

a maintainer of the country’s first PC-based demoscene 

FTP server Crimson, set up by yool, and in 1998 I set up 

the FTP server Amber (later called Klosz, and now avail-

able at ftp.wireland.org), acting as an archive of Polish 

demoscene, where its new productions are also made 

available.

6. Have you read, or contributed to, disc 

magazines?

For me, diskmags were one of the main sources of 

information about what was interesting on the scene. 

I was also one of the authors of the concept of the first 

Polish PC diskmag “Amber”, created entirely in English.

7. Who, in and outside of your group, have you 

kept in closer contact with?

Demoscene and participation in meetings, 

whether in the form of scene parties or more or less 

formal and loose meetings. The number of shared 

https://ftp.wireland.org/
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